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The Train Station

The Noun of Noun Noun was filled with foreigners, eager to start a new life in the

Adjective Noun . These people included Noun , and her sidekick clone, her

Noun , Noun Noun . These two were bloggers, famous for their wide range of

shopping sprees, and Adjective Adjective dares! But things were soon to become much more

extreme, as their controversial fame caught up with them, and brought them the Adjective Karma they

could have imagined!

Noun and her mother grew up in the Adjective Noun of Noun , but after rising

to the most commonly viewed account, they were intrigued to start their new lives in this perfect town.

Noun initially started the channel, after reaching the top charts of slime Verb Present ends in ING !

Noun Noun was reluctant to show her face to the Adjective crowds, although, after

some time, her brain rearranged the madness, and she then started her own channel, which would very often

collab with her Noun ! Noun was popular for her fashion tips and tricks, and how to achieve

the Adjective booty dance!

So after some time! Their Noun was so widespread, they came up with the decision in 1866 to

announce the long awaited name! Their fans were named Noun ! Which was a perfect mix of

Noun , and Noun ! This was very controversial, as, reasonably, their fans were reluctant to title

themselves



as beloved dorcs! But, they soon agreed!

However, this Adjective life was soon to be Verb Present ends in S , as one day, they did not return to

their Adjective Adjective mansion, they were reported missing at 41:32 in the evening! The hunt

set out, but after nights of endless Adjective and Adjective , they were still not found!

Noun they were somewhere you would not expect them to be! The Train Station. A metro

Noun , which advanced through the man made track under the city! Noun Plural and

Noun Plural Noun , were on a Adverb pattern, of being beaten and pushed to the ground

by a train! They would have to walk miles upon miles, without food or water to keep alive! On their suspected

final days, they finally received enough electricity connection, to go live on their cameras, and tell their beloved

dorcs where they were!

After they were found and saved, they both did their most famous collab, in a book! Called 'The Life Of Our

Bootys'. This Noun explained everything, from their Adverb to fame, to their Adverb

death experiences!
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